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This Month’s Meeting - Wednesday

18th December

Following many years of tradition,
2013’s SVMC Christmas Party will

take place on the 18th of December.

The venue will be the sensational

and rustic 19th century Over Venue

Barn at Over Farm itself, and an
entertaining evening including games,
quizzes, raffle and even a guitarist is
planned to make the evening go down in
the record books as one to have been at!

The annual Xmas raffle and photo
competition will feature in the evening,
so please bring a small item with you for
the raffle, and some of your finest photos
from 2013 to enter in the categories Air
to Ground, Air to Air, Ground to Ground
and Ground to Air.

For those amongst us who have gone to
the dark side to commit aviation in cosy
fixed-wing aircraft and have become a
little too used to cranking the cabin heat
up, you may wish to bring a light jacket
to keep off the chill. Flexwingers need

only come in shorts and t-shirts, as the
heated breeze given off from the
industrial space heaters will remind you
of flying on those rare summer evenings!

Food and drink will come in the form of a
selection of two dishes to whet the
appetite and, of course, some beautiful
deserts to finish on. The Barn has a fully
licensed bar, so drinks will be aplenty for
those who wish to enjoy a tipple with, or
after your meal, or both if you so choose!

The evening will start at 7:30 and will
continue until we have finished enjoying
the evening’s splendour.

Please could you RSVP along with

any dietary needs to Rees Keene via

email at rees.keene@overfarm.co.uk.

We look forward to seeing you there!

Quote of the Month

“The engine is the heart of an
aeroplane, but the pilot is its

soul.”— Sir Walter Raleigh
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Christmas Fly-out by Nick Heywood

There will be a Christmas Fly-out this
year weather permitting. This will be

held on Saturday 28th December
although if the weather is poor it may be
moved to the 27th or 29th. Notification
will be by normal means closer to the
date so check your emails.

The Venue will be Wellesbourne.

For those who have not visited before.
This is a lovely airfield with a nice cafe
and a good tarmac runway. There is a
large market held there on the Saturday
or for those who like to visit properties
belonging to the National Trust Charlcote
Park and House are about a twenty
minute walk away. This is the family seat
of John Buchan writer of the spy novel
The 39 Steps, and is well worth a visit.

Christmas Bonus by Nick Heywood

In association with Pooleys Flight
Equipment the SVMC has negotiated a

discount scheme for members.

In order to take advantage of the scheme
you have to order online and not by
telephone. Add the products you require
to your basket, start the checkout
process and on one of the checkout
pages it will ask you if you have a
promotional code. Please enter SVMC
here. On the next page the discount will
be shown as deducted.

WWW.POOLEYS.COM

Promotional code SVMC

The discount you will get is 5% and the
club will receive up to 30% commission
at best. Which will be paid at the end of
each month. We hope it will create a
useful revenue stream that will help keep
membership fees to a minimum.

We will discuss this at the AGM but I
thought it was worth getting it into the
Airscrew in time for Christmas.

There are some items it does not apply to
these are:- Bose and Lightspeed
headsets plus some of the Garmin units
and Icom transceivers.

The Flying Show 2013 by Myron Burak

I thought the Flying Show was one of
the best that I’ve been to. It seemed to

have many exhibitors and they were very
diverse. There also seemed to be a lot of
visitors - a nice buzz. There was a lot of
new stuff that I hadn’t seen before and a
good few aviation groups other than
microlights that were well represented.

The first of the new stuff  that caught my
eye was the Enstone Spitfire. I’d last seen
it in the early stages of construction at
Enstone. Speaking with Paul Fowler at
the show it had literally been finished the
day before. It apparently weighs in at
about 850kg, and has a 6 cylinder engine
which, I was told, gives it a really nice
sound.

The lines look absolutely authentic.
However it cunningly hides a second seat
behind the pilot. The exterior has not
been painted yet but the finish looks
reasonable when compared to a similarly
constructed plane like the Eurostar. The
interior looked good as well, down to a
very authentic joystick complete with fire
button. I loved it, I want one.

Also of interest to me was the Pulsar on
the P&M stand. It was the first time that
I’ve seen this in the flesh and I was very
impressed. The Perspex canopy looks as
if it will make a big difference to both
drag and comfort. Then the way the
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whole engine bay was faired in
culminating in a beautifully pointed
propeller boss looked very tasty indeed.
No top rigging on the wing and faired side
struts now seems standard. These sort of
improvements to the basically draggy
trike must surely make this a leap
forward in performance. Over on the
Flight to Antarctica stand there was one
fitted with skis.

 Fly Light have just launched their Swift
2. This seems to be part way between the
old Swift and the Nynja. Speaking to Paul
Dewhurst, this includes many of the
features of the Nynja, particularly at the
front end, for not very much more
money. As a Skyranger owner, I am
biased towards these wonderful
machines.

Other than microlights the model world
was worth a look. I was drawn over to
their section by the noise of a jet engine,
which on inspection was flying in a
beautiful model of a Bell helicopter, flown
with the usual precision these guys
demonstrate.

The Gliding world was very well
represented. The BGA had a very good
stand and also several glider clubs were
well represented. One of the stands had
a very nice flight sim. I got the thinking
why don’t I go back to gliding again.

Talking of flight sims, the BMAA stand
also had a really good flight sim. You sat
in an actual microlight and had 3 large
screens giving a wide field of view. It
looked as if it is a very useful training aid.

I did not dare to try it in case I showed
myself up.

As usual I bumped into a good number of
Club members, which always adds to the
pleasure. At this point my thoughts also
turned to certain absent friends who
normally would have been there. Having
stocked up on aircraft consumables, I
just had time to buy the usual collection
of tools that I will probably never use
before meeting the others for the return
journey home.

John Davidson

News filtered through too late for last
month’s newsletter that John David-

son’s Foxbat had received its permit. All
that remains now is for John to familiar-
ise himself with it as it is rather different
from the Xair he had been used to flying.

Exorcising Demons and Having Fun

Doing It by Myron Burak

The entry of the New Year saw the
apron outside our hangar more

resembling a swimming pool than a place
from which to venture skywards. Getting
Juliet out of the hangar was nigh on
impossible let alone taking off. So the
decision was made to do some long term
maintenance jobs that had been waiting
for a time like this. This gave me an
opportunity to put into action a plan I had
been thinking about for a long time to
take on some GA instruction. Why would
I want to do this I can hear you ask.

I have been flying different things  off
and on for a long time and have been
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flying microlights since about 1994. In
that time I have become what I regard as
quite an adventurous pilot. Not in your
Milton, Sykes, etc league at all but quite
a few Fly-UK’s and a couple of trips to
France, means I have definitely extended
my boundaries at times. In my career I
have experienced many different
situations and conditions and had the
opportunity to enhance my skills to cope
as needed. Except that is for two specific
circumstances.

As I grew as a pilot I developed two fears
that I was not able to overcome because
of the way we are taught and the
restrictions applied to flying microlights.
Firstly, what happens if I inadvertently
found myself in a spin. Secondly, if I got
caught in cloud, how would I get out
again. For both these scenarios we are
taught not to get into these situations but
I know of altogether too many instances,
much too close to home, where these
things have happened usually with very
tragic consequences. I came to the
conclusion that the more you flew the
more likely you were going to be
confronted with one of these horrendous
situations. This is why the desire grew in
me to do some GA instruction, primarily
to overcome these two demons.

Who would take on such a task? Was it
possible? There now followed quite a lot
of leg work. I considered a couple of
flying schools and instructors but did not
think them suitable for what I needed.
Then I visited Tiger Airways at Staverton.
Run by Tizi Hodson and Chris Rollings
you could not find a more friendly place,
accompanied by a certain slightly
eccentric air which really made me feel
comfortable. Tizi was very sympathetic
to what I was trying to achieve,
dismissing any concerns I may have with
“I get people coming here all the time
wanting to practice spinning”. So I
booked them.

My first lesson came in early February,
after a call that morning to determine if

the weather was suitable. After a quick
briefing off we went to push the plane out
of the hangar. I was to fly a Fornier RF6,
a low wing monoplane. And we were to
do spins.

After getting in the plane Tizi gave me a
run through of the controls. Much as you
would expect, except for the mixture
control. We did all the checks, started the
engine, and taxied out as it came up to
temperature. Final checks were done on
the apron and then we were off on 27.
The take off felt OK as did the climb out.
I wasn’t expecting any real problems at
this point. Raw students fly this thing, so
I hoped I’d be ok with my experience.
Somewhere around Tewkesbury, we
levelled out around 2500 feet. We spent
some time with me doing basic
manoeuvres to familiarise myself with
the plane; progressively steep turns,
power on and off stalls, that kind of thing.
Tizi then demonstrated a spin and more
importantly how to get out of it. I think I
should say here that aerobatics don’t
worry me, I’ve been in planes doing them
at odd times since being an air cadet in a
chipmunk, but now it was my turn.
Throttle back (alter the mixture, that
became aggravating), lift the nose, and
when she stalls, bang the rudder hard
over. Next thing, we are looking at the
ground literally spinning around. Push the
stick forwards, opposite rudder until the
spin stops, pull the stick back, apply
power (and mixture) until normal service
is resumed. Easy, well with a good
instructor next to you. I had done it. A
couple more and we returned to  base. I
left very pleased that I had experienced
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one of the bête noirs of flying, the
dreaded  spin. Next time, if there is one,
will not be so bad, hopefully. Landing was
no problem with Tizi gently giving
instructions which I seem to have carried
out competently enough.

The next flight was to be bad weather
flying. For this we were to use the Firefly,
which looked almost identical to the
Fornier but with better instruments and
NO mixture control.

Again, I handled all the preflight checks,
start up, taxi and take off. At cruise
altitude we started to look at instrument
flying. This I actually found very easy.
The only two things I needed to do
differently is look at the artificial horizon
and not look outside. Apart from that the
compass assumes far more importance,
but all else such as watching your
airspeed is the same as in normal flight.
That is until it came to a turn, where I
really was glued to the compass. I
learned all about a rate 1 turn and how it
takes 2 minutes to do a complete 360.
But before I went on to this Tizi asked if
I wanted to go under the hood. I said I
thought I better had, as I had caught
myself cheating by sneaking glances
outside using my peripheral vision. I
make it clear that this was bad weather
flying, not full instrument flying. Just as
well, because when it was time to get
one’s head out of the office, I didn’t have
a clue where we were. In fact we were a
couple of miles south of Tewkesbury with
the airfield in sight, but it took quite a
while for me to get my bearings back.
The landing was again uneventful. This

exercise showed me that there is little
chance surviving an extended encounter
with cloud if you do not have an artificial
horizon, and know how to use it. I now
have one included on my ubiquitous ipad,
which I am currently playing around with.

So, that was my two demons laid to rest.
I’d promised myself three lessons, so
what now. Aerobatics, yippee. Exactly a
week later we were back up in the
Fornier, on account of the fact that I’d
managed to flood the Firefly on start up.
First off I did a couple of spins to get in
the mood. These met with the
instructor’s approval, so now for a loop,
which Tizi demonstrated first. I’ve been
shown these before, so with the
combination of a great airplane and
instructor, I proceeded to rip off my first
loop. I must say it felt quite natural. Not
so the next manoeuvre, which was a roll.
In order to keep the airspeed reasonably
constant during the manoeuvre, you
need to up the power and then take it off
again, along with the attendant
adjustments to the mixture. I managed it
but it seemed awkward. Tizi then
demonstrated a barrel roll. I did not get
this at all, we were running out of time,
and I was actually feeling a little airsick,
so I did not attempt this one. I felt I had
done enough. After landing for the third
and final lesson, I contemplated how far
I had come in just three hours. I really
felt that if the worst happened I may now
have that extra little bit of experience,
that may just help me get out of it and
save my life. I hope I never find out.

Ges Hatchett

Ges Hatchett was a member of the
SVMC for many years eventually

ascending to the dizzy heights of Club
Treasurer. He had a quiet personality
under which was a mischievous sense of
humour. He told a good story and,
perhaps, in another life would have been
a stand up comedian! After trying several
flexwings he decided that he wanted
something different from the run of the
mill factory produced aircraft. His final
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choice was a Huntwing. He had the usual
problem of his day job getting in the way
of building. John Hamer offered the
facilities of his workshop at Hartpury for
the project and Ges could often be seen
pouring over plans trying to decide where
the next hole should be drilled and then
measuring many times before actually
drilling the hole (good engineering
practice for amateurs particularly).
Progress was slow and, at times, weeks
would go by without any progress being
made. He completed the wing and
covered it with his own colour scheme.
Then, unknown to all and attached to
another trike, it flew. His comment was
that it flew perfectly.

One of the original microlighters in the
Club Ges will be remembered with a smile.

Dates for your Diary 2014

30th May – 1st June Sywell -  Aero-
EROExpo. More information at
www.expo.aero/uk

1st – 6th April USA - Sun ‘n Fun, Lake-
land, Florida. Information at www.sun-n-
fun.org

28th July – 3rd August USA - Airven-
ture, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. More informa-
tion at www.airventure.org

9th – 16th August Hungary - World
Microlight Championships, Dunaùjvaros.
More information at www.fai.org/microlight-
and-paramotor

Something to make you smile?

Lost student pilot: "Unknown airport with
Cessna 150 circling overhead, identify
yourself."

—------------

It only takes two things to fly, airspeed
and money.

—-------------

STRESSED is just DESSERTS spelled
backward
                   —––––––––––
How does Good King Wenceslas like his
pizzas?
One that's deep pan, crisp and even!
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